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Nigeria while Nigeria tries to follow the trend of other underlisted countries, it experienced a slight decrease in its inflation rate 
for the month. The Inflation rate of 21.34% was recorded in December, a fall from prior month figure of 21.47%. Consumer price for 
this month experienced a slight increase except Food and beverages that declined a bit. Accordingly, CPI increased by 1.71% in this 
month which is recorded to be the highest figure since September 2022.   

Inflation Outlook for Nigeria  
While this month’s inflation rate is quite surprising and applaudable considering the theatrics going on in the fuel part in terms of 
the subsidy removal, hike and scarcity of fuel prices and fuel respectively. Also, preparatory to the General elections, funds are 
being hoarded till the election by election stakeholders to seemingly buy votes to favour their contending parties. We predict an 
increase in next month’s inflation considering the tension emitted by the upcoming general election.  

Minty Flavors 

 

Mexico: Inflation rate for Mexico 
slightly increased in December to 
7.82% from a prior month rate of 
7.80%. CPI for the month was 
recorded to be 0.38%. Generally, 
prices experienced a slight increase 
in their respective prices especially 
foods and beverages.  

Indonesia:  From 5.42% in November 
which was the lowest since the last 

three month, Inflation rate for this 
month pitched up to 5.51% in 
December. This is notably the poorest 
performance of Indonesia since the 
beginning of the year. It should be 
added as well that consumer prices 
for the month increased by 0.66%, 
compared to the prior month figure of 
0.09%, another indication of a poor 
performance. 

Turkey: Surprisingly, inflation rate 
declined to 64.3, another decline from 
the prior month figure of 84.4%. This 
month’s figure is said to be a 9-month 
fall since the year while it has been 
experiencing massive increase in its 
inflation rate since the beginning of 
the year. Prices could be said to be 
repugnant to the inflation record for 
this month since they experienced an 
increase in their respective prices 
despite the decline in the rate.
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DISCLAIMER 

This service is created for informational purposes only. While we ensure the information provided are reliable, we do not 

represent it as accurate or complete, and should not be relied on as such. Information in this document should not be interpreted 

as investment or personal investment advice. Always consult a financial advisor before making any investment decisions. Past 

performance is not a guarantee of future performance. We do not accept any liability for any loss, damage or other injury 

resulting from its use. 
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